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Dysgraphia in patients with primary lateral
sclerosis: A speech-based rehearsal deficit?1
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Abstract. The present study aims to demonstrate that errors when writing are more common than expected in patients affected
by primary lateral sclerosis (PLS) with severe dysarthria or complete mutism, independent of spasticity. Sixteen patients meeting
Pringle’s et al. [34] criteria for PLS underwent standard neuropsychological tasks and evaluation of writing. We assessed
writing abilities in spelling through dictation in which a set of words, non-words and short phrases were presented orally and by
composing words using a set of preformed letters. Finally, a written copying task was performed with the same words. Relative
to controls, PLS patients made a greater number of spelling errors in all writing conditions, but not in copy task. The error types
included: omissions, transpositions, insertions and letter substitutions. These were equally distributed on the writing task and
the composition of words with a set of preformed letters. This pattern of performance is consistent with a spelling impairment.
The results are consistent with the concept that written production is critically dependent on the subvocal articulatory mechanism
of rehearsal, perhaps at the level of retaining the sequence of graphemes in a graphemic buffer. In PLS patients a disturbance in
rehearsal opportunity may affect the correct sequencing/assembly of an orthographic representation in the written process.
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1. Introduction

Investigations of writing organizationwithin the cen-
tral nervous system have considerably benefited from
the analysis of dissociated deficit reported in patients
with localized or widespread cerebral injuries [17].
Two primary variants of dysgraphia have been de-
scribed: central dysgraphia, which refers to linguistic
problems leading to errors in word spelling and periph-
eral dysgraphia, which reflects modality-specific dis-
tortion in written letter formation or typing [13]. In
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particular, spelling refers to the central ability to re-
trieve or to assemble an orthographic representation, or
a code or sequence of letters [9].

Cognitive neuropsychologists apply information
processing models of normal cognition to the analysis
of disorders of higher cortical functions, including writ-
ing. A number of single patients have substantiated the
hypothesis that the writing process involves a series of
components, each dedicated to a particular aspect of the
process as a whole [5,26,39]. A widely accepted gener-
al model of spelling of single words distinguishes two
routes for translating between phonology and orthog-
raphy. Via a lexical process, words could be accessed
from a component devoted to the acoustic/phonological
analysis of verbal information and a phonological lex-
icon in which phonology of familiar words is avail-
able. The information is later transferred to the seman-
tic mediation level, and then to the orthographic lexi-
con in which the internal representations of words are
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stored. The model also contains a sublexical process
involved in assembling spelling for unfamiliar letter
strings in which the whole stimulus could be segmented
into its component phonemes and followed by appli-
cations of phoneme to grapheme transformation. Ac-
cording to some theorists both lexical and sub-lexical
processes converge upon a common short-term mecha-
nism termed as the ‘graphemic buffer’ or ‘orthographic
output buffer’. The characteristics of graphemic buffer
disorders in writing have been described as consisting
of omissions, substitutions, insertions and movement
errors (or a combination of these) and include a stimulus
length effect in spelling words and non-words [6]. The
influence of a range of lexical variables such as word
frequency, age of acquisition, imageability and neigh-
bourhood size in spelling accuracy has already been
discussed [3,37]. The graphemic buffer is engaged in
order to achieve a written instance of specified internal
orthographic representations in terms of graphic details
or letter shapes prior to accessing the graphic motor
procedure which specifies the actual strokes required to
construct letters. This standard multi-component mod-
el has generally guided the burgeoning research in this
area for further elaboration of the writing process.

In a preliminary report, we briefly described the dys-
graphic pattern of six patients with primary lateral scle-
rosis (PLS), a rare motor neuron disease variant char-
acterized by a progressive involvement of precentral
pyramidal neurons with secondary pyramidal tract de-
generation but lacking in lower motor neuron involve-
ment [23,34]. We hypothesized that a dysfunction of
the rehearsal mechanism, not usually considered by
standard writing models, could be the cause of writ-
ing errors in PLS [41]. Although never investigated
in detail, other studies suggest the theorical possibility
of a writing/spelling impairment in PLS patients [24,
33]. In particular, Piquard et al. [33] clinically observed
spelling errors during a dictation task and declared that:
‘Grammatical errors found in writing language in PLS
patients might be a consequence of a frontal lobe dys-
function. [. . .] Further studies with a more system-
atic analysis of written language are needed in order
to verify the existence of dysorthographia in PLS and
possibly in ALS.

In this paper we present the writing analysis of a
group of sixteen consecutive PLS patients presenting
different levels a dysarthria leading in some cases to
a condition of total loss of speech. The inability to
use oral language induces some of them to use written
language as their only form of communication. Our
attention was attracted to the observation that the writ-

ten production (spontaneous or dictated) of these pa-
tients, even if legible and informative, was often mildly
agrammatic and characterized by spelling errors. At
the most peripheral level the graphic or articulatory de-
tails were substantially preserved. This dysgraphic pat-
tern was also informally confirmed by family members.
The purpose of this work is to test the written perfor-
mance of PLS patients and to give a possible function-
al and anatomical interpretation of the writing/spelling
deficit.

2. Methods and patients

We analysed sixteen PLS patients (5 male and 11 fe-
male) with an average age of 67.56 +/− 8.59 years and
an educational level of 8.50 years +/− 4.31. Average
disease duration at examination was 4.06 years (range
3–8 years). A diagnosis of PLS was established on the
basis of Pringle’s neurological criteria [34]: adult on-
set and progressive insidious disease course >3 years;
absence of family history; nearly symmetrical, bilater-
al pyramidal involvement, including the face; normal
serum chemistry; CSF negative for oligoclonal bands
and negative tests for syphilis, Lyme disease, human T
lymphocytic virus 1 and 2; absence of denervation po-
tentials on electromyography; absence of compressive
lesions of cervical spine or foramen magnum on spinal
MRI; absence of high demyelinated signal lesions out-
side the cortical tract through brain MRI. All patients
developed a progressive dysarthria culminating in some
cases in a condition of total loss of speech with variable
difficulties in balance and weakness and stiffness of the
legs. Spasticity was scored according to the modified
Ashworth scale: grade 0 (no increase in tone), grade
1 (slight increase in tone, giving a ‘catch’ when the
affected part is moved), grade 2 (more pronounced in-
crease in tone, but affected part easily flexed), grade
3 (considerable increase in tone; passive movement dif-
ficult), grade 4 (affected part rigid in flexion or exten-
sion) [28]. Bulbar involvement was graded according
to the Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis Functional Rating
Scale – Revised (ALSFRS-R) bulbar sub-score (speech
0–4; sialorrhea 0–4; swallowing 0–4) [7]. Table 1 de-
scribes the patients sample.

All PLS cases underwent two standard neuropsycho-
logical tests to evaluate auditory understanding (Token
Test of De Renzi and Faglioni [11]) and non-verbal in-
telligence (Raven’s Coloured Progressive Matrices of
Raven [36]). The average value of PLS patients at the
Token Test was 30.75/36 (range 19–36; s.d. 4.04), while
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Table 1
Clinical features of Primary Lateral Sclerois (PLS) patients

Patients
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

Sex F F F F M M M F M F F F M F F F
Education (yrs) 5 8 8 8 8 17 13 5 5 5 8 8 17 13 5 3
Age of onset 59 78 61 70 52 69 50 56 73 61 73 62 56 67 75 74
Family history − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − −
Duration of disease (yrs) 5 3 8 3 3 3 3 5 3 3 3 3 4 3 3 10
Site of onset B B LL LL B LL B LL LL LL B UL LL LL B LL
Spasticity (Ashworth) 2 1 3 3 1 4 2 2 2 3 1 2 4 2 2 3
Pseudobulbar affect − + − − + − − − + + + − − − − +
ALSFRS-R bulbar sub-score 5 0 8 11 8 9 11 11 9 8 5 11 8 4 3 7
Tongue denervation (EMG) − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − −
Abbreviations: PLS, Primary Lateral Sclerosis; + = present; − = absent/negative; M, Male; F, Female; B, Bulbar; UL, Upper Limb;
LL, Lower Limb; Ashworth scale 0–4; ALSFRS-R, Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis Functional Rating Scale – Revised bulbar sub-score
0–12; EMG, electromyography.

the average value of Raven’s test was 27.28/36 (range
20–33, s.d. 3.49). The cut-off values of the Italian nor-
mative study were respectively >29/36 on the Token
Test [11] and >18.6 on the Raven’s one [2].

We also carried out a writing examination consisting
of three different tasks. In the first, the patient was
asked to write a set of dictated words (n = 15) of differ-
ent length (from 4 to 9 letters) and rank of frequency (5
low, 5 medium, 5 high) in accordance with De Mauro et
al. [10], along with a set of nonsense words (n = 10) of
different lengths (from 4 to 9 letters). In a second task
the patient was instructed to compose the same words
and non-words by sorting preformed letters displayed
on a scrabble tile set.

The words and non-words were also presented in
printed form for the copying task. Finally, five short
phrases selected from the Esame del Linguaggio [15],
were presented for dictation and copy tasks. Sixteen
age, gender and educational level matched control sub-
jects with no known neurological abnormalities also
completed the task for comparison.

3. Results

Statistics variables were described as percentages or
means ± standard deviation (SD). Difference in pro-
portions and means were calculated using a Student’s
t test. In addition, Pearson’s correlation coefficient (ρ)
was calculated to establish the relationships between
ALSFRS-R bulbar score and dysgraphic degree (num-
ber of errors) in PLS patients. A p-value of less than
0.05 was considered to be statistically significant.

Of sixteen patients, 14 made two or more errors in
writing tasks, while only 6 controls made two or more
errors and 10 made no errors at all. The error types

detected included deletions, transpositions, additions,
and letter substitutions. Due to the fact that quantifi-
cation and differentiation of errors presented some dif-
ficulties with certain words, because of the occurrence
of mixed errors (e.g. MARINAIO (sailor) → MARI-
DANIO, showing here addition and transposition errors
at the same time), we deemed more appropriate com-
puting a maximum of one error for each item. Samples
of some PLS errors are reported in Fig. 1 and in Table 2.

The results of the PLS patients along with control
subjects, in both writing through dictation and through
copying (words, non words, phrases) can be found in
Table 3. It is possible to observe the high number of
errors detected in PLS patients for the dictation con-
ditions and minimal errors in the copying task when
compared with normal subjects. The errors were more
frequent in the writing on dictation of sentences and
non-words.

Despite the limited number of used stimuli we ob-
served that PLS patients’ performance with words was
influenced by stimulus length (4–5 letters = 0.0% er-
rors; 6–7 letters = 34.26% errors; 8-9 letters = 65.74%
errors), but not by the word rank frequency (low fre-
quency words = 35.3% errors; medium frequency
words = 33.8%; high frequency words = 30.9% er-
rors). The stimulus length effect was significantly ev-
ident also with non-words (4–5 letters = 3.9% errors;
6–7 letters = 40.74% errors; 8–9 letters = 56.17%
errors). Although the most obvious interpretation of
these results is that the patients have a graphemic buffer
disorder, our hypothesis is that a subvocal articulatory
rehearsal mechanism is responsible for (or contributes
to) the spelling deficit. We informally noted that the
greater number of errors was observed in patients with
absence of articulatory movement and in addition, sta-
tistically, the number of error was correlated with the
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ospedale (hospital)

Il marinaio sale sulla nave (the sailor-man boards the boat)

Fig. 1. Example of writing errors detected in PLS patients.

Table 2
Type of errors detected in PLS patients

Error types
Substitution orologio (clock) → orolocio

lunedı̀ (Monday ) → lunidi
canguro (kangaroo) → cancuro
emiticio (non-word) → emitifio
catampo (non-word) → catambo

Addition ospedale (hospital) → ospledale
settembre (september) → settenmbre
orologio (clock) → orologgio
medico (doctor) → meditoco

Deletion Italia (Italy) → ital a
piastrella (tile) → pi strella
azzurro (blue) → az urro

Shift/Deletion settembre (september) → semtte re
Lombardia (Lombardia) → lomd iba

Shift/Exchange violidia (non-word) → viodilia
Addition/Deletion inverno (winter) → inn rvo

lunedı̀ (monday) → li n di
Shift/Addition marinaio (sailor-man) → maridanio
Substitution/Add. bilancia (balance) → milangia

dysarthric disorder degree at the ALSFRS-bulbar score
(Pearson’s correlation coefficient (ρ) 0.605, p < 0.01)
but not with disease onset (ρ 0.009, p > 0.97).

These data converged with the recent observation of
Lucchelli and Papagno [24] that in PLS patients writing
errors appear and progress at the same rate as speech
difficulties.

4. Discussion

In the present study we have set out the results of a
writing evaluation on a group of PLS’ patients. Analy-
sis revealed a disproportionate number of errors, com-
pared to normal subjects, in the dictation writing task
compared with the copying task. Errors included omis-
sions, transpositions, insertions and letter substitutions.

The errors were observable on writing through dicta-
tion and on writing with a set of preformed letters. In
addition, at the most peripheral level, the graphic de-
tails were recognizable or well specified. This pattern
of performance has been usually attributed to a central
writing impairment.

Although the poor number of stimuli analyzed pre-
vent a sophisticated analysis in terms of the buffer pro-
cess, see [3,37], it is relevant that the writing errors
appear more evident in PLS patients with an extreme
degree of articulatory deficit; this suggests the possi-
bility that an overt defective articulation could possibly
impair subvocal articulation which prevents the correct
sequencing/assembly of letters and syllables in writing
tasks.

A legacy between defective (or abolished) articula-
tion and a writing/spelling disorder was established in
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Table 3
Characteristics and mean number of errors detected in PLS patients

PLS patients Controls Test p-value

Mean number of errors (type of task) ± ds
Dictation 6.18 ± 8.59 0.75 ± 1.18 t-test 0.0236

words 1.88 ± 3.28 0.06 ± 0.25 t-test 0.0436
non-words 2.44 ± 3.03 0.69 ± 1.20 t-test 0.0445
sentences 1.88 ± 3.12 0 t-test 0.0295

Copy 1.25 ± 2.77 0.38 ± 0.72 t-test n.s
words 0.06 ± 0.25 0.13 ± 0.34 t-test n.s
non-words 0.44 ± 1.21 0.19 ± 0.54 t-test n.s
sentences 0.75 ± 1.57 0.06 ± 0.25 t-test n.s

Writing with preformed letters 4.50 ± 5.28 1.38 ± 1.63 t-test 0.0364
words 2.06 ± 3.04 0.50 ± 1.26 t-test n.s
non-words 2.44 ± 2.66 0.88 ± 1.31 t-test 0.0466

Mean number of errors (type of stimuli) ± ds
Total errors 11.94 ± 15.42 2.50 ± 3.14 t-test 0.0288

words 4.00 ± 5.97 0.69 ± 1.54 t-test 0.0462
non-words 5.31 ± 6.27 1.75 ± 2.49 t-test 0.0477
sentences 2.63 ± 4.43 0.06 ± 0.25 t-test 0.0353

the 1950s. Luria observed that in the initial phases
of learning to write children do not do so in silence,
but repeat each word loudly. At first, the repetition of
words to be written is carried out in a loud, as opposed
to a low voice, then reduced to a whisper and finally
seeming to disappear [25]. Luria states that written
language is accompained for long periods by an unex-
pressed ‘inner speech’. Recording the minimum lar-
ynx’s movements during writing, he shows that such
movements also persist when writing is fully devel-
oped. Luria also reported a series of works in which
patients with important impairments of the articulatory
system (e.g. palatoschisi) show an increase of mistakes
during writing tasks [25]. In recent years numerous
studies have documented a depreciation in writing per-
formance with spelling errors in an induced articulatory
suppression condition [4,38,29,22].

In addition, few recorded clinical cases can be
found in which loss of speech has been related to the
writing/spelling process. For example, Ferguson and
Boller [20] described three patients who displayed writ-
ing/spelling errors in combination with a motor speech
disturbance and impaired motor limb function. Their
conclusion was that the agraphia occurred because of
the combination of disordered feedback from the motor
speech apparatus and limbs. More recently, Lucchel-
li and Papagno [24] reported interesting observations
in the study of a patient with a slow progressive neu-
rodegenerative anarthria. A writing breakdown con-
sisting in deletions, substitutions or transpositions with
no lexical-semantic deficit or non response was docu-
mented. The authors argue that a defective overt articu-
lation could impair a non-linguistic subvocal rehearsal
module that interacts with writing performance. It was

notable that in this case there was an evolution of the
writing deficit parallel to articulatory deficit. Papagno
and Girelli [30] reported the inability to write under
articulatory suppression (repeat the syllable ‘bla’) in
a progressively dysgraphic patient. They argued that
the patient cannot write because the task precludes the
rehearsal of the phonological representation of words.
Also Duffy, Peach and Strand [12] informally observed
mispelling errors during writing in some patients with
progressive apraxia of speech and motor neuron dis-
ease.

The neural correlates of the writing deficit shown by
our PLS patients remains elusive because of the incon-
sistency of the CT and MRI radiological information.
We can only make some speculative hypothesis. We
could consider the possibility that loss of speech in our
PLS patients is probably linked to a degeneration of
the projections that via the spinal cord are sent to the
motor speech area (glosso-kinaesthetic centre) in the
lower and posterior part of the (left) frontal lobe. Here
the activities of the various muscles which subserve
speech (labial, lingual, palatal, laryngeal and respirato-
ry) are combined in the necessary patterns to produce
articulate speech. The adjacent Broca’s region (Brod-
man’s 44/45 areas) has been related to the speech-based
subvocal rehearsal process, a mechanism conceived as
an active silent process that refreshes the contents of
the passive phonological store, thus preventing trace
decay. A small, but growing, body of active studies
are in line with this hypothesis. For example Paulesu,
Frith and Frackowiak [31], in a PET study with normal
subjects, aiming to separate the functional anatomy of
the subvocal rehearsal system from the phonological
store, showed that the premotor frontal area 44 Broad-
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mann (Broca’s area) was activated during the mental
rehearsal process. Awh, Smith and Jonides [1] in a PET
study identified the Broca’s area as playing a central
role in mental rehearsal. McGuire et al. [27] in another
PET study showed that inner speech (i.e. phonological
representation without covert articulation) was associ-
ated with activation of the left inferior frontal gyrus
(Brodmann area 44/45). Moreover they underlined that
the left premotor cortex and the left posterior superior
temporal gyrus were activated during an auditory ver-
bal imagery task, but not during inner speech. Fiez
et al. [21] in a PET study concluded that left frontal
opercular regions appear to be involved specifically in
the rehearsal of verbal material. Chein and Fiez [8]
using fMRI found two left inferior regions (dorsal BA
44 and ventral BA 45) and the SMA (medial BA 6) to
be active during rehearsal of verbal maintenance. Inter-
estingly these authors predicted that regions involved
in rehearsal would demonstrate sensitivity to stimulus
factors, including articulatory lenght and lexicality that
can influence the articulatory control process. In other
words, articulatory rehearsal should not be thought of
as a single component operating as a continuous loop,
but that it may be further fractionated into subcom-
ponents that show changing levels of engagement as
rehearsal proceeds.

In addition to this neuroimaging evidence, some re-
cent and less recent clinical studies have related damage
of the frontal cortices with a deficit in writing/spelling.
Interestingly, a number of these patients (but not all)
present an articulatory deficit to varying degrees. For
example Eskridge and Parkhill [16] reported a patient
with agraphia associated with a cyst in Exner’s area.
Exner [14] in fact is usually credited with first describ-
ing agraphia in association with lesions of the superior
aspects of the left premotor cortex, namely, the region
above areas 44 and 45 (Broca’s area) often referred to
as Exner’s area. In the Eskridge and Parkhill case,
agraphia was characterised by poorly formed or omitted
letters and spelling errors. The patients were not apha-
sic and reading ability was relatively well preserved, al-
though it was noted that ‘he not infrequently omits and
misstates words’. Penfield and Roberts [32] describe a
patient who developed transient agraphia following an
extensive excision of the second and third frontal con-
volutions below Broadmann’s field 8 on the left hemi-
sphere. The patient’s agraphia which resolved within 3
months was characterised primarily by agrammatism.
During the period that the patient was agraphic, he was
not aphasic and reading was normal.

More recently, a patient with agraphia associated
with a focal lesion of the left precental gyrus, immedi-

ately posterior to Exner’s area was described by Rap-
sack et al. [35]. Despite the fact that the lesion was
confined to the motor cortex, motor strength was nor-
mal. The patient’s agraphia was characterized as a
lexical agraphia, that is, letters were well formed but
written spelling of irregular words was impaired rel-
ative to spelling of regular words and orthographical
nonwords. The patient was not alexic but oral spelling
mirrored the pattern of written spelling. Also Hillis
et al. [19] studied five patients with acute left hemi-
sphere ischemic stroke in the posterior left frontal re-
gions (Broadmann’s areas 44 and 45) with a proba-
ble impaired access to orthographic representations for
written output. Hillis and colleagues hypothesized that
the posterior, inferior frontal gyrus are essential for
converting abstract lexical representation to modality-
specific motor output and selection of morphological
forms. The authors therefore suggested a pure linguis-
tic basis of the writing ability deficit in these patients.
However, only two patients in this study had an artic-
ulatory deficit, thus complicating evidence for our hy-
pothesis [18,19]. On the other hand we are aware that
not all severe dysarthric and anarthric patients show
misspelling during writing [40].

In short, although we could not completely recon-
cile the wide literature mentioned above, it seems like-
ly that frontal regions are recruited during writing to
refresh orthographic representation and that in PLS pa-
tients limited subvocal rehearsal opportunity prevents
the correct sequencing/assembly of letters and syllables
in writing.
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